Deep learning methods are powerful tools but often suffer from expensive computation and limited flexibility. An alternative is to combine light-weight models with deep representations. As successful cases exist in several visual problems, a unified framework is absent. In this paper, we revisit two widely used approaches in computer vision, namely filtered channel features and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), and absorb merits from both by proposing an integrated method called Convolutional Channel Features (CCF). CCF transfers low-level features from pre-trained CNN models to feed the random forest model learned by boosting. With the combination of CNN features and boosting forest, CCF benefits from the rich capacity in feature representation compared with channel features, as well as lower cost in computation and storage compared with end-to-end CNN methods. We show that CCF serves as a good way of tailoring pre-trained CNN models to diverse tasks without fine-tuning the whole network to each task by achieving state-of-the-art performances in pedestrian detection, face detection, edge detection and object proposal generation.
Introduction
Many object detection solutions can be taken as the combinations of the feature extractor and classifier. Combinations such as Haar-like feature with boosting [49] , HOG feature with SVM [9] , multiple channel features with boosting [11] and fine-tuned high-level CNN features with SVM [21] have largely improved the object detection. Among these combinations, the multiple channel features with boosting and the fine-tuned high-level CNN features with SVM [21] show the most promising performances on various detection tasks.
The multiple channel features approach can be seen as an improved version of the Viola-Jones framework [49] with carefully hand-crafted channel feature representation and more sophisticated boosting algorithm. Multiple channel features first showed great performance in pedestrian detection [12] , and was later generalized to face detection [50] , edge detection [15] and object proposal generation [55] . Recent improvements are gained by applying learned or sophisticated hand-crafted filters on the HOG+LUV channels [39, 53] . Besides the accuracy, it typically runs at realtime speed and has very few parameters. Current bottleneck mainly lies in the representation capacity of the handcrafted feature representation since the performance saturates as we add more and more hand-crafted filters (from tens to hundreds then to thousands) on the channel features.
The fine-tuned high-level CNN feature with SVM has recently shown extreme power [21, 40] in challenging tasks. Typically, a CNN model previously trained on ImageNet classification task is fine-tuned for new task and then the mid-level or high-level features of the CNN are extracted and fed into a SVM classifier. Owing to its large improvements in image classification, the learned feature hierarchies also set up new records in other vision tasks, like object detection [21] , semantic segmentation [25] and finegrained category detection [51] . The main advantage of this kind of approach is that the CNN has large capacity to handle large-scale training data and the learning process is endto-end. However, currently CNN is often accompanied by huge computation complexity in inference and learning, and the model size is usually large (e.g., more than 500MB for widely used VGG net [45] ).
In practice, we always desire for better performance and lower computation/storage cost. This motivates us to build a bridge between the above two approaches and gain benefits from their respective advantages at the same time. Specifically, we extend the multiple channel features to low-level feature maps transferred from a CNN model trained on ImageNet image classification task, or equivalently speaking, replace the high-level connections in CNN with a boosting forest. The advantages are twofold: the transferred feature maps from CNN improve the representative capacity in channel features, while the boosting forest absolves the painstaking fine-tuning of high-level connections in CNN during the adaptation to various classification/regression problems. We name the new method as Convolutional Channel Features (CCF). We explore the design choices concerning the CCF and prove the representative capability of low-level features in CNN. We also introduce techniques to accelerate the feature pyramid computation like feature maps approximation at nearby pyramid scales and shared convolution through patchwork [17, 28, 43] , making CCF more computationally efficient under the sliding window setting.
The contributions of the paper are multifold: 1. From the angle of channel features, CCF can be seen as a complete upgrade to channel features approach, as it applies to almost every task that channel features approach works in.
2. From the CNN perspective, CCF proves for the first time that: 1) low-level CNN features serve as a great universal representation for diverse tasks; 2) boosting forest is a good substitute for fine-tuned high-level connections in CNN on specific tasks, saving much computation and storage cost.
3. CCF sets new records in 3 out of 4 vision tasks (not all metrics in edge detection), beating not only channel features variants, but also CNN based methods which either fine-tune pre-trained models to new task or delicately design special architecture/loss from scratch.
4. Since CCF is applicable to various add-ons used in CNN like replacing sliding window with object proposals [20, 21] and Spatial Pyramid Pooling [26] , further improvements in speed and accuracy are foreseeable. Codes are released 1 for reproduction of CCF. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the proposed method along with the design choices, feature computation and model learning. We give analysis of the representation and experimental results on diverse tasks in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.
Related work
This work relates closely with two fundamental computer vision models, the framework of channel features [12] , and the Convolutional Neural Networks [33, 34] . The channel features approach, as one of the most influential subsequences of the seminal Viola and Jones framework [49] , has been earning its reputation with the outstandingly effective and efficient HOG+LUV channel-wise feature representation, since the successful debut in pedestrian detection. Given that feature representation, a decision tree model learned in a boosting manner can achieve state-ofthe-art performance in visual recognition task. Another important advantage is that it is very efficient, as the computation processes of both feature extraction and model infer-1 https://bitbucket.org/binyangderek/ccf ence cost little. Besides visual recognition task (e.g. pedestrian detection), channel features are also successfully applied to other vision tasks like pose estimation [13] , edge detection [15] and object proposal generation [56] . Recently, variants of channel features have made great efforts in improving it, like Roerei [3] , LDCF [39] , SquaresChnFtrs [3] , InformedHaar [52] and Checkerboards [53] . One common contribution of these is to apply additional filters on the HOG+LUV channels to increase the capacity of the feature [53] . The filters can be in varying forms, like simply sum-pooling [3] , unsupervised PCA filters [39] , or Haarlike filters [52] . In an investigation of progress in pedestrian detection [4] , it is pointed out that recent improvements in pedestrian detection are mainly gained from better feature representation. However, as the number of hand-crafted filters rises, the performance saturates.
In the other camp, the Convolutional Neural Networks have brought a revolution to the computer vision community in recent years. Two features of CNN models play the key role in its success: 1) The feature representation is learned in a hierarchical way, making it more representative. With increasing depth of layers, the representative capacity is enhanced, making it capable to handle recognition task of hundreds or thousands of categories. 2) CNN features have a good generalization ability. Specifically, [16] shows that high-level CNN features can be transferred to generic recognition tasks without fine-tuning, [40] furthers proves that fine-tuning improves the performance. Through finetuning, CNN features learned on large-scale recognition tasks have been successfully transferred to various vision tasks like object detection [21] , semantic segmentation [36] and action detection [23] , but they suffer from heavy computation cost caused by high-level connections [16, 20] .
As the above two models are developed individually, we want to build a bridge between them, by replacing the hand-crafted channel features with low-level CNN features. There have already been some works attempting to connect CNN with popular shallow models, like DPM [22, 44] and Regionlet [57] . They both use the output of the last convolutional layer as feature representation and concatenate the CNN features with another structural model. There is also work that harnesses low-level CNN features, like [31] that uses the output of first convolutional layer to learn a two-class object classifier for proposal generation, then the RCNN approach is used for object detection. Our work differs from these in that: 1) we use low-level CNN features as a universal representation (without fine-tuning) for vision tasks ranging from low-level edge detection to high-level pedestrian detection; 2) we apply boosting forest model directly on the feature maps to solve problems like classification, regression and structural learning, which owns the advantages of fewer parameters, smaller model size and faster inference, compared with conventional CNN methods. 
Proposed method
As shown in Fig. 1 , CCF is composed by concatenating two individual components, the CNN part and the boosting forest part. The CNN part extracts feature representation, using only the first few layers from a large CNN model. The boosting forest part learns different models for different tasks, with each node in decision trees dependent on one pixel value in the given feature maps (for a naïve example of the learning process see Aggregate Channel Features [11] ).
The motivation of CCF is as follows. We learn generic feature hierarchies from large scale dataset, CNN model with rich capacity and multi-class classification objective. However, when it comes to specific problems in practice like pedestrian detection, or even low-level vision problem edge detection, what's the solution? Current de facto is to fine-tune the high-level connections (layers carrying more abstract information than lower layers) to the target domain, but problems of over-fitting, adversarial examples [24, 47] and heavy burden of model storage and computation become obstacles. CCF provides an alternative, in which only the low-level feature representation in pre-trained CNN model is harnessed, containing information at an appropriate level of abstraction that is just right to be both representative and universal. Based on the feature representation, boosting forest model, which is light-weight but effective, is learned catering to each specific problem.
In the following part of this section, we introduce the selection of CNN features used for CCF, techniques to accelerate the feature extraction process under the sliding window setting and how to learn boosting forest models for different vision tasks.
Selection of CNN features
We compare various feature choices among several popular CNN models, which are AlexNet ('ANet' for short) [33] , VGG net [45] short) [46] . The performance is evaluated through a standardized evaluation protocol that we personally defined on Caltech pedestrian benchmark [14] . Specifically, we use set00-04 as training set and set05 as test set. All images are sampled from the videos in the benchmark at an interval of 20 frames for the sake of efficiency. For comparison, we train an Aggregate Channel Features (ACF [11] ) model and a Locally Decorrelated Channel Features (LDCF [39] ) model as two baselines using the open source toolbox [10] . We adopt hard negative mining strategy in training baseline models, and all collected negative samples by ACF model are stored for all experiments of CNN feature selection for the sake of training speed. Note that this has an impact on performances but the difference is negligible for the purpose of feature selection. The model parameters for each case are fixed as well. Specifically, the window size is set to 128 × 64, and 2048 depth-3 decision trees are learned with RealBoost algorithm. There's one exception which is the down-sampling factor. In multiple channel features, it has been proven [12] that a down-sampling factor of 4 performs best. In our case, as different layers in CNN often have different number of pooling layers under them, we set a minimum down-sampling of 4 for all cases. That is to say, if the pooling factor of the extracted layer is smaller than 4, we add additional average pooling to the feature maps in order to avoid feature representation with very large feature dimension. It should be noted that the convolution stride of first convolutional layer in 'ANet' and 'GNet' is changed to 1 in our case (marked as 'ANet-s1' and 'GNets1', 'GNet' has a stride of 2), since now we are extracting feature representation on an image patch that is smaller than the 224 × 224 whole image.
In Table 1 , we present results of various feature selections. The performance is measured by Log-average Miss Rate under the reasonable setting [14] (pedestrians taller than 50 pixels). We choose recently proposed large (deep) CNN models trained on ImageNet dataset as feature candidates, as these models outperform small models trained on small datasets remarkably in our preliminary experiments. Deep models also have the advantage of simple image preprocessing which is just mean extraction, compared with global contrast normalization and ZCA whitening as used in NIN model [35] . We bold the best performance in each entry, among which a ∼ 10% improvement over the ACF and LDCF baselines can be seen. We first clarify the effect caused by changing the stride of first convolutional layer. By comparing between 'GNet' and 'GNet-s1', the change of stride leads to a negligible drop in performance. Based on this, our first observation is that large filter size acts poorly in channel features framework, by taking 'ANet' as an example. One possible reason is that larger filter loses focus on local cues like edges, making it more appropriate for representing whole images rather than small patches. This observation also stands in channel features, where large local scale diminishes the performance greatly [12] . The second observation is that the best choice in each entry is similar, i.e., around the convolutional layer whose accumulated pooling factor is 4 or 8. There are two factors affecting this observation, the layer depth and the down-sampling factor. Since channel features are general-purposed and dense feature representation, it is reasonable to prefer low-level features in CNN to the task-specific, sparse high-level one.
Acceleration in feature pyramid computation
CNN based object detectors usually use object proposals as input [21] for better performance in speed (no need for multi-scale pyramid construction) and accuracy (fewer false positives), while CCF is naturally applicable to this approach, we use sliding window mechanism instead in order to: 1) compare with variants of filtered channel features [53] fairly with settings fixed; 2) reveal the raw performance of CCF without resorting to other information. While pyramid construction of channel features can be quite efficient, the same process of CNN features can be expensive due to restriction of a fixed input size of CNN models. In the following we discuss two known techniques used in accelerating pyramid construction and see how they can be applied to CCF. In our case, we observe a 4 ∼ 6 times speedup with the acceleration techniques implemented.
Power law in scales:
The definition of power law in scales is that feature responses of specific feature types on natural images at different scales are subject to the power law, therefore when computing the feature pyramid of an image, we can use the feature representation at one scale to approximate the feature representations at nearby scales instead of iteratively computing each scale [11] . To this end, we wonder whether it holds in the circumstance of CCF. Fig. 2 illustrates the power law fitting results of two CCF choices (VGG-16 conv3-3 and conv4-3) on two domains (faces and pedestrians). We determine whether power law holds based on the fitting deviation at nearby scales (i.e. small σ at small scale values). In the domain of faces where images are of high-resolution and collected from the Internet, power law stands in conv3-3 (with σ near 0 when log2(scale) is less than −0.5) but fails in conv4-4 (with σ near 0.1 when log2(scale) is less than −0.5), as the latter feature representation is more sparse than the former. Experimental results in Section 4 further prove that power law holds in faces domain using conv3-3 features with negligible performance reduce. In the domain of pedestrians where VGA images are captured with a video camera, power law hardly fits both feature representations (with large σ) and we observe an ∼ 3% drop in performance on the abovementioned evaluation protocol in practice. The reason for the failure of power law in pedestrian images is likely to be the degraded image quality. Patchwork: The idea of patchwork was first proposed in [17] known as Bottom-Left Fill algorithm. Recent works on CNN framework also borrow the same idea [28, 43] . As the input image size of a CNN model is usually fixed due to implementation restrictions, the idea of patchwork is straightforward that images at different scales can be put together to form a large input image for feature extraction (as shown in Fig. 3 ). The input image size of the CNN model is therefore set relatively large (say 1.5× of average image size). Patchwork can get considerable speed boost in feature pyramid construction especially at dense scales, only if we handle the border effect between adjacent patches well. In our implementation, we add 16 pixel padding around each image when forming a large input image since the downsampling factor of our CCF is 4. If the image is larger than the CNN input image size, we segment the image into small regions to fit into CNN input size rather than warp it. In doing so, our implementation can do patchwork with no approximation. Through experiments the patchwork can achieves 1.5 ∼ 3 times speed up compared with per-scale computation. The speed up factor depends on the implementation details and number of scales in feature pyramid.
Learning boosting forest model
After handling with the feature extraction and fast computation, we now move to the inference and learning part. Generally we follow the learning pipelines used in channel features framework [11] . The learning workflow can be summarized as that ensemble of decision trees is learned in a boosting manner on the candidate features formed by pixel values in CCF. It is noted that for different tasks, the candidate features can have different forms, like single pixel lookups for pedestrian detection and pair-wise difference of two pixels for edge detection. While in inference stage, decision tree model is applied on dense image patches and output of each decision tree is accumulated to get the final result, during which only two operations are needed, namely pixel lookup and value comparison. Compared with CNN model, the boosting forest model is extremely light-weight with only tens of thousands parameters, easy to learn with fewer hyper-parameters, and less prone to over-fitting and adversarial examples [24, 47] . In the following part we introduce in detail the models we use in different tasks.
Pedestrian and face detection Decision trees are learned directly on pixel lookups of the given CNN feature maps like the way in [11, 50] . Since the feature representation is both sparse and robust due to multiple layers of nolinear transformation, no pre or post smoothing is needed. Similar to channel features, randomness is also beneficial in learning models on CCF for better efficiency in time and memory as well as better generalization ability.
Edge detection and proposal generation For edge detection we deploy the structural learning approach in [15] . Model is built on 32 × 32 image patches, and candidate features are formed with pixel lookups and pairwise differences. We up-sample each image patch to keep the output feature map dimension as 16 × 16. Feature maps are smoothed with 2-pixel radius and 8-pixel radius each to generate pixel lookups and pairwise differences respectively. The learning paradigm remains the same as [15] . As for the proposal generation task, we inherit the algorithm introduced in [55] , which is based on the results of edge detection.
Experiments
One reason that we select the low-level CNN features is that it is a good balance between feature representativeness and generalization ability. Low-level features are just not so abstract to become task-specific, nor so basic to be sensitive to appearance variations. We verify this on four different tasks, ranging from low-level to high-level vision, which are pedestrian and face detection, edge detection and object proposal generation. On the benchmark of each task, the proposed approach achieves state-of-the-art performances and outperforms hand-crafted filtered channel features and CNN based methods.
Implementation details
We use 'conv3-3' layer in VGG-16 model as final choice of CCF representation, as it performs best in all tasks (supporting experimental results on pedestrian detection are in supplementary material) and is subject to power law in faces domain. We implement feature extraction of CCF with Caffe toolkit [30] . Sliding window approach is deployed for all tasks during testing. Patchwork is used in CCF pyramid construction, where we use an input image size of 932×932 and set 6 scales per octave. Power law based approximation in nearby scales is used in face detection only (see Section 3.2 for reasons).
Feature analysis
In this section we want to analyze the correlation between number of feature maps and the performance in the family of channel features. We use an imperfect but straightforward way to determine how much significance Method-#maps N=10 N=20 N=50  ACF-10  12%  23%  56%  LDCF-40  17%  30%  62%  CCF-10  11%  22%  54%  CCF-40  13%  26%  56%  CCF-128  16%  29%  59%  CCF-256 22% 36% 70% Table 2 . Occurrence of top N% most occurred maps. As #maps increases, the occurrence shows a tendency of long-tail distribution. each feature map accounts for in the forest model by counting its occurrence in all spilt nodes. As CCF owns 256 feature maps, we choose the top 10, 40 and 128 most occurred maps only to train new models, named as CCF-10 to CCF-128. Seeing from Table 2 and Fig. 4 , we get an interesting observation. As #maps increases, the occurrence shows a tendency of long-tail distribution, and this tendency seems to be good for better performance, as it is more likely that information across maps are complementary to each other, rather than correlated to each other. The relatively poor performance of CCF-10 and CCF-40 compared with ACF-10 and LDCF-40 also proves this supposition. As greedily selected maps are all very discriminative and they may share similar visual clues, adding them up brings little boost in representative capacity.
Pedestrian detection
Caltech pedestrian benchmark [14] is used for training and testing. Positive data is collected at a sampling interval of 4 frames from videos, while negative samples are collected by training a baseline aggregate channel features detector with 3 rounds of hard negative mining. We set model
Method
Miss Rate (%) JointDeep [41] +22.00 SDN [37] +20.55 InformedHaar [52] +17.28 ACF-Caltech+ [39] +9.44 LDCF [39] +7.48 AlexNet+ImageNet [27] +6.00 Katamari (opt) [4] +5.17 SpatialPooling+ (opt) [42] +4.57 Checkerboards [53] +1.15 CCF +1.39 CCF+CF 17.32 size to 128 × 64 for feature extraction and up-sample the image with a factor of 2 in feature pyramid construction for detecting pedestrians taller than 50 pixels. We make a variant of CCF by adding 10 HOG+LUV channels to CCF, called CCF+CF. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .a. We set new record (17.32% by CCF+CF, slightly better than CCF) among all published methods without using temporal information, outperforming the best Checkerboards [53] with 1.15% gain. Note that actually CCF has smaller feature dimension and less training data than Checkerboards (which has 610 feature maps and a sampling interval of 3 frames). CCF also has a great edge over CNN based methods JointDeep [41] , SDN [37] and AlexNet+ImageNet [27] , beating the best one with 6.00% gain, while some of these CNN models are designed sophisticatedly. Note that there are still potentials in further improvements by replacing sliding window with region proposals (for example, the output of a weak pedestrian detector) or using more training data (at most 4 times than current setting) as well as hard negative mining. With all improvements deployed, we expect a further 3.00% gain by tentative experimental results.
Face detection
For face detection, we use the same training data as [50] and similar boosting paradigm (the depth of decision tree is changed from 2 to 3). An interesting observation is that with CCF feature representation, we can now handle multiple views with one boosting model instead of training multiview models as in [38, 50] . We evaluate the CCF face detector on two popular face detection test sets, AFW [54] and FDDB [29] . We use the evaluation toolbox provided by [38] to produce the curves, shown in Fig. 5 .
In AFW, CCF surpasses the baseline ACF in AP value with a 1.5% gain, while is competitive with state-of-the-arts DPM [38] and HeadHunter [38] . However, CCF achieves the highest maximum recall rate among all algorithms. The deficiency in accuracy is mainly due to badly located bounding boxes. In addition, we also verify the power law feature approximation technique (described in section 3.2) in face detection ('Our CCF-Approx'), showing that the approximation leads to tolerant performance drop, while bringing a 2.4× speed up during testing with patchwork deployed and 4× speed up without patchwork.
In FDDB, it is no surprise that CCF beats the baseline ACF method [50] . What should be noted is that CCF considerably outperforms another CNN based method DDFD [19] which fine-tunes the CNN model to face detection, showing the effectiveness of boosting forest as a way to tailor pre-trained CNN models to specific domains. The two state-of-the-art methods HeadHunter [38] and JointCascade [7] get better results for a reason. HeadHunter trains multi-scale and multi-view models and learns a transformation from rectangular outputs to ellipses while CCF trains Table 4 . Evaluation results of edge detection on BSDS500 dataset. one model and doesn't learn the transformation. JointCascade uses facial landmark annotations and adopts an additional post classifier to largely eliminate false positives, which are both orthogonal to our work.
Edge detection
We deploy the structured forests approach SE [15] for edge detection (section 4.3). For the feature representation part, as the feature down-sampling factor in SE is 2, while CCF has a down-sampling factor of 4, we up-sample the input image by a factor of 2. Also, SE uses multi-scale gradient channels, while we observe no improvements in using multi-scale CCF, therefore we just use the single-scale one. We train and evaluate the algorithm on BSDS500 dataset. From the results in Table 4 , we can see that CCF outperforms SE with single-scale detection in all three metrics. When multi-scale detection (marked as 'ms' in the table) is used, SE gets a considerable improvement while CCF improves only a little. As for comparison with other state-ofthe-art algorithms, it seems that different algorithms have advantages with respect to different metrics. Particularly, CCF beats other state-of-the-arts in AP value. What's more, adding 10 HOG+LUV channels to CCF feature representation, like what we do in pedestrian detection, can improve the ODS and OIS metrics a little but degrades the AP value.
Object proposal generation
Since CCF shows competitive performance in edge detection, we adopt the EdgeBoxes approach [55] , which generates object proposals directly from edges. We replace the edge detection module with the one described above. For efficiency, we use a single-scale version of CCF based edge detector. We evaluate the CCF based algorithm on the PAS-CAL VOC 2007 test set [18] , which has well-annotated object bounding boxes. The results are shown in Table  5 . Compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms, CCF achieves the best result in all four metrics, which are Area Under Curve, number of proposals needed to reach 50% and 75% recall and maximum recall rate.
Methods
AUC N@50% N@75% Recall BING [8] 0.20 --29% Objectness [1] 0.27 584 -68% Sel. Search [48] 
Speed
By definition, CCF is apparently slower than channel features approach, and faster than end-to-end CNN methods (e.g. R-CNN) as high level connections in CNN take up roughly half the whole computation time [16] . To be specific and accurate, we compare the speed of CCF with channel features variants and a popular CNN approach R-CNN in the task of pedestrian detection. The current implementation suffers from the sliding window mechanism, while some other detectors use object proposals as input due to heavy computation burden. Therefore, we evaluate speeds both on whole image detection and on one input window, in order to remove the effect of different inputs. Note that CCF is also applicable to object proposals as input, which is very likely to increase current performance in both detection speed and accuracy.
Results are shown in Table 6 , which are in accord with our intuition. Note that due to a larger model size, ACF and CCF up-scale the image to 2 times in order to detect pedestrians taller than 50 pixels, so they are actually computing feature pyramid of a 1280 × 960 image. From the specific numbers, although CCF runs slowly on whole image, the time cost on single window is relatively low. Plus the fact that acceleration techniques used in Fast R-CNN [20] are also applicable to CCF, CCF has the potential to detect objects at real time speed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we revisit the popular channel features approach and Convolutional Neural Networks approach, and propose an integrated method called Convolutional Channel Features (CCF) through combining the low-level CNN features and boosting forest model together. CCF benefits from the rich representative capacity of CNN to guarantee outstanding performance in various vision tasks, as well as the efficiency in inference and learning from boosting forest model. The proposed CCF method can not only be seen as an upgrade to current filtered channel features, but also considered as an alternative way to transfer a pre-trained Table 6 . Speed comparison of CCF, ACF, LDCF, R-CNN and Fast R-CNN in pedestrian detection. Measurements are time costs on whole image and one window respectively, timed from image/window input to output boxes/score. The image is 640 × 480 large while the window is 128 × 64 large. 'ACF' and 'LDCF' are run on CPU while others are run on GPU. † Number referred from [20] . The time of whole image detection of three R-CNN variants all exclude the time cost of region proposal generation. 'PW' means patchwork while 'PL' means power law.
CNN model to specific tasks with little computation cost. It achieves state-of-the-art performances in pedestrian and face detection, edge detection and object proposal generation, showing potentials for use in mobile and embedded devices with small model size.
